The comparison of K + and K − spectra at low transverse momentum in light symmetric heavy ion reactions at energies around 2 AGeV allows for a direct experimental determination of the strength of the K + as well as of the K − nucleus potential. Other little known or unknown input quantities like the production or rescattering cross sections of K + and K − mesons do not spoil this signal. This result, obtained by simulations of these reactions with the Isospin Quantum Molecular Dynamics (IQMD) model, may solve the longstanding question of the behaviour of the K − in hadronic matter and especially whether a K − condensate can be formed in heavy ion collisions.
other input quantities we have separated the K − into 2 classes (by tracing back K − to its corresponding anti strange partner K + ). The energy of kaons in medium ω(k, ρ), is given by [10, 11] :
with α = 1, with a scalar self energy Σ s and a vector self energy (Σ 0 v , Σ v ), where the sign of the vector term ±Σ 0 v is positive for K + and negative for K − . This leads to different energies of K + and K − in the medium [9] . The scalar potential Σ s is related to the σ field which itself is related in a non-linear way to the scalar density ρ s . The vector potential is related to the baryon density ρ B . For details we refer to ref. [11] . Knowing ω(k, ρ) we can calculate 
dN/p T dp T | norm.
[GeV which describes how the "mass" of the kaons changes if the meson is brought in a nuclear environment.
Korpa and Lutz [3] have calculated ω(k = 0, ρ) using a selfconsistent Bethe Salpether equation. The result of these calculations can be well approximated by
with α K + = 0.07 and α K − = −0.22. To study the influence of the potential we multiply α K + and α K − by a artificial factor α, as indicated in eq. 1.
The results which we present have been obtained with the IQMD program, an event generator which simulates heavy ion reactions from the initial separation of projectile and target up to the final distribution of fragments, nucleons and mesons. The details of IQMD program on how strange particles are described in this approach have been extensively described in ref. [9] . We employ a soft hadronic equation of state, the NN → NN → K + cross section of Sibirtsev [12] and the NN → N∆ → K + cross section of Tsushima [13, 14] . In fig. 1 , we display the transverse momentum (p T ) the spectra of K + (solid) and K − (dash dotted line) for 0 ≤ b ≤ 4 fm obtained for CC collisions at E beam = 2AGeV . The K potentials are used for both, K + and K − , and α= 2,1,0 from the top to the bottom panels.
The spectra is normalized to 1 so that the K + and K − spectra can directly be compared.
Left and right panels represent the spectra for all the kaons (labelled as All) and kaons produced in reaction BB → BBK + K − (labelled as Dir), respectively. When we switch off the K nucleus potential (α=0, bottom panel), the shape of the K + and K − spectra is almost identical. We start the discussion with the right panel. For a vanishing potential the spectra are identical for both kaons. The direct production is determined by the 4 body phase space and hence no difference is expected in the production process. The fact that also finally the spectra are almost identical indicates that for these light systems rescattering has little ln[ dN dp influence on the spectral form. If we switch on the potential we find ω(k = 0, ρ) < 500MeV for the K − and ω(k = 0, ρ) > 500MeV for the K + . When the kaons leave the nucleus they have to get rid of the excess mass (K + ) or they have to acquire mass (K − ). For the K + a part of this excess mass is converted into kinetic energy whereas for the K − a part of the kinetic energy is converted into mass. (In IQMD the total momentum and the total energy of all particles is conserved). Consequently, the number of
in the low momentum region causing the different slopes of the spectra for K − and K + .
This effect increases with increasing strength of potential (top panel).
The left panels show that for vanishing potential the K − produced in a secondary collisions have almost the same slope as the directly produced. Increasing the potential we see that the effect which we have observed on the right hand side survives if we include all K − . This is essential because both classes can experimentally not be discriminated. In fig. 2 we display the logarithm of the ratio of the p T spectra of K + and K − . Top, middle, and bottom dN dp the dependence of the slope on the K − nucleus potential becomes weaker as compared to a variation of both potentials but still varies by a factor of two and is hence a measurable quantity. This ratio depends on the K − nucleus potential only and presents therefore the possibility to measure directly the strength of the K − nucleus potential. It is therefore the desired 'smoking gun' signal to determine experimentally the K − potentials in matter at finite densities.
It is interesting to see at which density the kaons are produced which are finally seen in the detector. This is displayed in fig. 4 . On the left (right) hand side we display as a function of p T the average density at which those K + (K − ) are produced which are finally seen in the detectors. The top panel shows the density for all events in which a K + and a K − is produced, the middle part that for those events in which the K + and a K − are produced simultaneously and the bottom part for those events in which the K − is produced in a secondary collision. Independent of the potential the kaons are produced at densities around normal nuclear matter density. The density for the directly produced kaons is slightly lower than that of the other events because the higher the density the higher is also the probability that the K − is reabsorbed in a Λ.
In summary, K + and K − spectra at low transverse momentum, measured in light symmetric systems at around 2AGeV, depend strongly on the K nucleus potential. The ratio of the spectra allows therefore for a direct determination of the strength of the K + as well as that of the K − potential in a hadronic environment. The kaons are produced close to normal nuclear matter density and therefore this ratio is sensitive to the potential strength at that density. Other little known or unknown input quantities like the production or rescattering cross sections of K + and K − mesons do not spoil this signal. Assuming that the K + spectra can be calculated reliably or is known from other sources we have shown that this ratio will allow for a determination of the K − nucleus potential strength and therefore contribute to solve the controversial discussion whether K − condensates can be expected in heavy ion collisions, whether kaonic cluster can be expected and whether the potential strength, calculated for heavy ion collision, is compatible with that observed in K − Atoms.
